Engagespot Push Notifications Plugin API Keys
Setup Guide

The admin must set up the API key and engagespot code to enable the 'Engagespot Push Notifications' feature in 'Third Party API' tab under 'General Settings' module (Refer figure 1).

![Engagespot Push Notifications (web)](image)

**Fig. 1: Engagespot Push Notifications (Web)**

### 1. Configure API Key and Code

Admin must follow the below steps to set up the keys:

1. Visit [https://engagespot.co/](https://engagespot.co/) which will open the Engagespot login/signup page as shown in figure 1.2.

**NB:** Nota Bene [Note Well] (N.B., N.b., n.b or NB, Nb, nb) is a Latin phrase, meaning 'note well' or 'take notice' or 'please note'. Asterisk (*) next to a form control's label indicates it as 'required'.
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2. Admin must click on the ‘Sign Up Free’ button if they have not been registered already. The sign up process is simple. The admin must enter the required input fields and then click on the ‘Sign Up’ button to sign in (Refer figure 1.3).

**NB:** Nota Bene [Note Well] (N.B., N.b., n.b or NB, Nb, nb) is a Latin phrase, meaning ‘note well’ or ‘take notice’ or ‘please note’. Asterisk (*) next to a form control's label indicates it as 'required'.

3. Once signed up, the admin will be redirected to Engagespot homepage. A pop-up will appear as shown in figure 1.4, asking admin to select what kind of website they have. Admin must select the ‘Web Application Dashboard’ option and click on ‘Continue’. 

**Fig. 1.3: Engagespot Sign Up form**

---

**NB:** Nota Bene [Note Well] (N.B., N.b., n.b or NB, Nb, nb) is a Latin phrase, meaning ‘note well’ or ‘take notice’ or ‘please note’. Asterisk (*) next to a form control's label indicates it as 'required'.

---
4. Already registered users can login by clicking on the 'LogIn' button provided on the top right-corner of login/signup page as shown in figure 1.2. Admin must enter the required credentials and click on the 'LogIn' button (Refer figure 1.5).

The admin must then continue from Step 6.

**NB:** Nota Bene [Note Well] (N.B., N.b., n.b or NB, Nb, nb) is a Latin phrase, meaning 'note well' or 'take notice' or 'please note'. Asterisk (*) next to a form control's label indicates it as 'required'.
5. The Engagespot homepage will open once logged in.

**NB:** Nota Bene [Note Well] (N.B., N.b., n.b or NB, Nb, nb) is a Latin phrase, meaning 'note well' or 'take notice' or 'please note'. Asterisk (*) next to a form control's label indicates it as 'required'.

![Engagespot Login Form](image)
6. The admin must click on the 'App Settings' button provided on the top-header section of the homepage.

![Fig. 1.6: Engagespot Homepage](image)

The ‘App Settings’ page will open as shown in figure 1.7 which has two tabs. The admin must stay on the ‘General’ tab to collect the ‘Engagespot Code’ and the ‘API Key’.

7. On this page, the ‘Integration Code for Website’ section displays the Engagespot code as shown in figure 1.8.

---

**NB:** Nota Bene [Note Well] (N.B., N.b., n.b or NB, Nb, nb) is a Latin phrase, meaning 'note well' or 'take notice' or 'please note'. Asterisk (*) next to a form control's label indicates it as 'required'.
Integration code for website

Paste this code to the <head> section of your web dashboard.

This script is asynchronous, so it won’t slow down your website.

```javascript
<script>
window.Engagespot={},q=function(e){return function()
{(window.engageq=window.engageq||[]).push({f:e,a:arguments}))},f=
"captureEvent","subscribe","init","showPrompt","identifyUser","clearUser";for
(s=document.createElement("script");s.type="text/javascript",s.async
=1,s.src="https://engagespot.com/track";var
x=document.getElementsByTagName("script")
[0];x._____________(s,x);
Engagespot.init('____________________');
</script>
```

Fig. 1.8: Integration Code for Website

The admin needs to copy this code and paste it in the ‘Engagespot Code’ input field provided on their dashboard ([Refer Figure 1]).

**NB:** Please make sure that the <Script> tag is removed from the code when pasting it.

8. Then scrolling down the ‘Account Settings’ page to the bottom section, the admin will be displayed several credentials. The admin must copy the ‘API Key’ provided in this section as shown in figure 1.9.

**NB:** Nota Bene [Note Well] (N.B., N.b., n.b or NB, Nb, nb) is a Latin phrase, meaning ‘note well’ or ‘take notice’ or ‘please note’. Asterisk (*) next to a form control's label indicates it as 'required'.
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This API key is to be pasted by admin in the ‘API Key’ input field as shown in Figure 1.

Admin must update the changes made in settings by clicking on the ‘Save Changes’ button. Now, when the admin visits their website home page at the front-end, a bell-icon will appear on the top-right corner of the page as shown in figure 2.

**NB:** Nota Bene [Note Well] (N.B., N.b., n.b or NB,Nb, nb) is a Latin phrase, meaning ‘note well’ or ‘take notice’ or ‘please note’. Asterisk (*) next to a form control's label indicates it as 'required'.
Clicking on this button, the users can view the notifications as shown in figure 2. To add notifications, please continue the steps provided ahead in section 2.

**NB:** Nota Bene [Note Well] (N.B., N.b., n.b or NB, Nb, nb) is a Latin phrase, meaning ‘note well’ or ‘take notice’ or ‘please note’. Asterisk (*) next to a form control's label indicates it as 'required'.
2. Add Notifications

To add notifications, the admin must follow the steps provided below:

1. Admin must click on the ‘Notifications’ button provided on the top-header as shown in figure 1.6. The ‘Notifications’ page will open as shown in figure 2.1.

![Fig. 2.1: Notifications Page](image)

2. The admin must click on the ‘New Notification’ button provided on this page which will open the ‘New Notification’ page as shown in figure 2.2.

![Fig. 2.2: Add New Notification](image)

As shown in figure 2.2, admin must enter:

**NB:** Nota Bene [Note Well] (N.B., N.b., n.b or NB, Nb, nb) is a Latin phrase, meaning ‘note well’ or ‘take notice’ or ‘please note’. Asterisk (*) next to a form control's label indicates it as 'required'.
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- **Notification Name**: The name of notification.
- **Title**: Title of notification to be displayed.
- **Message**: Message to be displayed.
- **URL to Open when people click on the Notification**: Link of the page to which the users will be redirected when clicking on the notification.
- **‘Open Notification In a New Tab?’ Check-box**: Select this check-box if they want the notification to open in a new tab.

Admin must then click on the ‘Choose Subscribers’ button to proceed ahead.

3. Admin is redirected to the second step which is setting up ‘Targeting & Measuring’ as shown in figure 2.3.

![Fig. 2.3: Targeting & Measuring Page](image)

The admin must select the target audience and measure conversions related settings and then click on the ‘Review and Send’ button to proceed further.

4. The admin will be redirected to the final step which is ‘Confirm’ as shown in figure 2.4.

**NB**: Nota Bene [Note Well] (N.B., N.b., n.b or NB, Nb, nb) is a Latin phrase, meaning ‘note well’ or ‘take notice’ or ‘please note’. Asterisk (*) next to a form control's label indicates it as 'required'.
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Admin can have a final review of the output and then click on ‘Confirm’ to send the notification. The notification will be displayed at the front-end.

5. All the added notifications will be displayed on the ‘Notifications’ page. The list displayed on this page provides a detail of the statistics such as the number of users who have seen the notifications, clicked on them or got converted through them. Additionally, there are three action buttons provided for each notification using which admin can perform following actions:

- Reports : View detailed reports.
- Replicate : Replicate/Make a copy of the previously added notification.
- Delete : Delete the respective notification.

**NB:** Nota Bene [Note Well] (N.B., N.b., n.b or NB, Nb, nb) is a Latin phrase, meaning ‘note well’ or ‘take notice’ or ‘please note’. Asterisk (*) next to a form control’s label indicates it as ‘required’.